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NIST technician Christopher Blackburn uses a microscope to precisely align a
retroreflector over the center of a hash mark on a measuring tape. Photo credit:
Bruce Borchardt

(Phys.org) -- In yet another Olympian feat of measurement, researchers
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology recently calibrated
a tape that will be used to measure out the distance of this summer's
Olympic marathon—a distance of 26 miles 385 yards—to 1 part in
1,000.

Measurement is a vital aspect of the Olympic Games. Officials measure
the height of jumps, the speed of races, and the mass of weights to
determine who wins a medal and who goes home. The marathon is no
different. Because of the difficulties in measuring out the distance, the
International Association of Athletic Federations (IAAF) only
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recognized best times and didn't begin awarding world records for
marathons until 2004 when a method using a device called a Jones
Counter was officially recognized as sufficiently accurate.

Developed by a father-son duo in the early 1970s,* the Jones Counter is
a simple geared device that counts the revolutions of a bicycle wheel. To
calibrate the device, course measurers lay out a calibrated measuring
tape at least 30 meters in length. Once they have determined the number
of revolutions that equal that distance—and a couple of successively
longer distances—they follow painstaking procedures for laying out the
rest of the course. The measurements, which can take hours to complete,
will ensure that the shortest distance a runner will run will be at least the
required distance and no more than about 40 meters over, corresponding
to an error of about 1 part in 1,000.

Chris Blackburn, a physical science technician with NIST's
Semiconductor and Dimensional Metrology Division, says this
calibration wasn't terribly difficult, but it was a little unusual because the
tape that the course measurer wanted calibrated was 100 meters long, 40
meters longer than the NIST "tape tunnel," so they had to do the
calibration in sections.
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Researchers calibrate measuring tapes of all types in the 60-meter long NIST
tape tunnel. Credit: NIST

"The uncertainties associated with our laser interferometer system are
very small," says Blackburn. "And by applying the proper tension on the
tape to pull it straight and keeping the temperature at 20 °C, plus or
minus 15 hundreths of a degree, we achieve uncertainties of 0.00018
meters, which meets or exceeds our customers' requirements in most
cases."

Blackburn's group performs about 40 calibrations annually, mostly for
the petroleum and measuring tape manufacturing industry. While the
effort that goes into each calibration varies depending on several factors,
including tape construction and tape length, most can be completed in a
few hours.
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The IAAF chose David Katz of Finish Line Road Race Technicians,
Inc., and his friend and collaborator Hugh Jones to help perform the
measurements, and Katz in turn contacted NIST to perform the
calibration of the tape that they used to calibrate their Jones Counters.
After making the temperature corrections and compensations for the
error that NIST found in the tape (13 mm over 100 meters), Katz and
Jones found that their measurements of the marathon course disagreed
by 1.3 to 2 meters over the entire distance.

"I was thrilled with the result," says Katz. "This level of agreement, with
a difference of about 2 centimeters per mile, is pretty remarkable. This
measurement was my gold medal."

This is not the first time that NIST has been asked to help out with
Olympic-sized measurement problems. For instance, in 2002, NIST
worked with Winter Olympics officials to calibrate and test the
photoelectric timers used in bobsled and luge races, showing that they
were accurate to within less than half a millisecond.**

Get Olympics fast facts and other measurements related to sports on the
NIST website at www.nist.gov/pml/wmd/metric/olympic-facts.cfm .

  More information: * www.jonescounter.com/2.html
** See NIST Tech Beat for Jan. 2, 2002, at 
www.nist.gov/public_affairs/te … tb2002_0102.htm#Time
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